Writing

Maths

What 2 pieces of writing could I do about your
favourite animal?

What maths could I do that is linked to your
favourite animal?

-

Write a non-chronological report about your
favourite animal.
Write a guide ‘How to look after a
……….(your favourite animal)’ for someone
who is going to have one as a pet.

-

Create a ‘My favourite animal in Numbers’
poster.
Create a table of information showing your
favourite animals different measurements
e.g. height, weight, length, speed, lifespan, population numbers over time, when
species first evolved etc.

MY PROJECT IS:
Geography
What geography activities could I
do linked to my favourite animal?
-

-

Show on a world-map
where your favourite
animal can be found.
Describe the different
biomes that your
favourite animal is most
comfortable living in.

My favourite
animal.

Art
What art activities could I do
linked to your favourite animal?

-

Science

-

What science work could I do
linked to your favourite animal?
-

Life-cycle of your animal.
How your favourite
animal has evolved and
adapted to its habitats (in
the wild).

Do some careful pencil
drawings of your
favourite animal.
Does your favourite
animal appear in any
famous pieces of art?
Research this and create
a presentation to show
what you have learnt.

Writing

Maths

What 2 pieces of writing could I do about Queen
Elizabeth 1?

What maths could I do that is linked to Queen
Elizabeth I

-

A short biography of the life of Queen
Elizabeth I.
Write a diary entry pretending to be Queen
Elizabeth on the day of her coronation.

Geography
What geography work/activities
could I do linked to Queen
Elizabeth I?
-

-

Find out about the great
Tudor explorers – show
on a map where they
travelled and what they
discovered.
Compare what the
geography of the UK
would have been like
with the georgraphy of
the UK during the
Elizabethan era.

-

‘Queen Elizabeth in numbers’ poster.
Create a timeline of Queen Elizabeth’s life
showing some of the most important
events in her life.

MY PROJECT IS:
Queen Elizabeth I

Art
What art activities could I do
linked to Queen Elizabeth I?

Science
What science work could I do
linked to Elizabeth I?
-

-

What scientific
discoveries were made in
the Elizabethan era?
Carry out an investigation
to test if Galileo Galilee

Create a portrait of
Queen Elizabeth I
Find out about a famous
Elizabethan artist.

Writing

Maths

What 2 pieces of writing could I do about Leonardo
da Vinci

What maths could I do that is linked to Leonardo
da Vinci?

-

A short biography of the life of Leonardo da
Vinci.
Write a poem inspired by the Mona Lisa.

Geography
What work/activities could I do
linked to geography?
-

-

Where did Leonardo da
Vinci come from – place
him on a map.
Find out about Leonardo
da Vinci’s contribution to
mapping: did he create
any famous maps? Could
you recreate these?

-

Create a ‘Leonardo da Vinci in Numbers’
poster.
Create a timeline of Leonardo da Vinci’s
life showing some of the most important
events/creations in his life.

MY PROJECT IS:
Leonardo da Vinci

Art
What art activities could I do
linked to Leonardo da Vinci?

Science
What science work could I do
linked to Leonardo da Vinci?
-

Find out about some of
Leonardo da Vinci’s
inventions and scientific
discoveries. Make a
poster to show these.

Create your own version
of the Mona Lisa.
Find out about some
other of Leonardo da
Vinci’s famous art works
– make a presentation
about these..

Writing
What 2 pieces of writing could I
do about trees and forests?

-

-

What work/activities could I do
linked to geography?

-

How trees features in different
religions e.g. The Garden of Eden
etc.

Maths
What maths could I do that is
linked to trees and forests?
-

A non-chronological
report about the Giant
Californian Redwood
A poem about trees or a
forest

Geography

-

A subject of your choice e.g.
computing, history, DT, PE, RE

Create a map of the UK
showing where the
biggest forests are.
Describe a rainforest
biome.

-

MY PROJECT IS:
Forests and Trees

Art
What art activities could I do
linked to trees?

Science
What science work could I do
linked to trees and forests?
-

Life-cycle of different
trees
Scientific explanation
about photosynthesis

Compare the different
heights, weights, sizes of
species of trees
A bar chart or line graph
to show the decline of
forests in the world over
the last 50 years.

-

Pencil sketch of a willow
tree
Water-colour painting of
a tree in my garden
Forest diorama

